**If you are calling in, please make sure that if you need to break away during the call to please use “Mute” rather than putting the call on “Hold.” The “Hold” music makes it difficult for the rest to continue with the call. Thank you.

1) Introductory Remarks

2) Approval of the Minutes from November 15, 2016

3) Annual ABLE Reports

   I. To the Legislature

   II. To the Governor

   III. Report to the Banking Committee

4) RFI Next Steps

   I) Clarification from Legal

   II) Finalization of the CT ABLE Request for Information document

   III) Email Final Draft to Committee for final review

   IV) Distribution to States

5) Potential Participant Survey CalABLE Model

   I) Survey Monkey

   II) Distribution through Agencies and Advocacy Organizations

   III) Feasibility of Implementing Similar Model here

   IV) Different or additional questions

6) Other Business

   I) ABLE FAQ Handout

   II) Other
7) Next Steps.
   a) Next Meeting: Feb. 14, 2:00 PM, Treasurer’s 7th Floor Conference Room.
   b) Recap

8) Adjournment